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On Saturday, Oct. 11, stu-dents who spent their summers doing research, both on- and off -campus, presented their findings in the Steitz atrium at the annual Summer Research Symposium. Attendees were free to roam among the posters present-ing information about each of the projects, while the student researchers stood nearby to answer questions, offer further explanation and to engage in each other’s presentations.“The poster symposium is a chance for our community to cel-ebrate the variety of research that 
our students participated in this past summer, with both faculty from our campus and with former Lawrentians and friends of the university that are doing cutting edge science,” explained Professor of Biology Bart De Stasio, who coordinated the research that went on this summer. “We had 62 students working with faculty on campus (with 30 faculty) and another 11 students working with off-campus mentors. This sympo-sium is a great way to let new stu-dents know about these kinds of summer research opportunities,” De Stasio said.Standing beside their post-ers, student researchers explained their topics, ranging from cultural exchange in China to cell repro-duction and R-loops in DNA.
However, the majority of research was conducted within the realms of biology and chem-istry. 
Among those presenting on topics outside the scope of the 
 Photo by Hailie Nguyen
Nutt Punnanitinont describes her summer research to Associate Professor of Biology Nancy Wall.
Photo by Hailie Nguyen 
Saturday, Oct. 11 marked the first All Is One (AIO) spon-sored event of the year, #Blackgirlsmatter. presentation- and gallery-based, aimed at high-lighting a previously muted issue. “[AIO] wanted to convey to Lawrence the importance of representation,” senior Brienne Colston, Presient of AIO said.#Blackgirlsmatter told the 
stories of a variety of women of color who have suffered through violence but did not receive ade-quate media coverage. “In the media’s representa-tion of violence, we see black men […] being the focal point of a lot of activism that goes on in people of color communities without real-izing that the same injustices hap-pen to women of color,” Colston said. Cheyenne Van Dyke, junior and vice president of AIO, added 
that the goal of the event “to show the value of Black women who have been victims of violence.”The event featured work by Brooklyn artist Tracy Molloy, who specializes in depicting violence in adolescence. Molloy was able to portray whom this violence is effecting.“We really wanted to depict violence, unjust violence within the images,” Colston said.The gallery opening was accompanied by a presentation 
where viewers got an opportunity to hear each woman’s story. Each of the AIO members read aloud the story of one of the women depicted in Maloy’s work.  Some of the women included in the event were Renisha McBride, who was gunned down on a porch, and CeCe McDonald, who was a victim of trans-violence. “[The reading] gives that [woman] a separate identity and 
Noah Gunther
Staff Writer 
______________________
#Blackgirlsmatter examines media 
representation of anti-Black violence
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer 
____________________________________
Students present summer research at poster symposium
See page 2
On Sunday, Oct. 12, an event that was hosted by Amnesty International, Korean Culture Club, Lawrence International and Students for Justice in Palestine, showed videos of North Korean refugees describing their experi-ences in North Korea and the pro-cess by which they left. Following the presentation, questions were answered by rep-resentatives of the organization, Liberty in North Korea (LiNK). The purpose of LiNK is to resettle North Korean refugees. The events in North Korea go beyond what the rest of the world sees in the media. “There is a lot more to the country than a grumpy dictator with a bad haircut,” junior, Katie Rozek who helped to organize the event said.In the videos, the speakers spoke of experiences in prison camps and in environments with a lack of food, medical atten-tion and electricity. The rise of external communication was also addressed as well as the impact of generational shifts on opinions of the government. “I found out about LiNK in one of my readings about Shin Dong-Hyuk,” Rozek said. Dong-Hyuk is the only known defector from a North Korean prison camp to escape alive.LiNK works to rescue and resettle North Korean refuges using a 3,000-mile path into Southeast Asia. So far, they have rescued 265 refugees.According to their website, LiNK rescues because a lot of ref-uges “do not have the resources or connections to get themselves out of China.”Even if someone can cross the border into China, they might be sent back and, according to the LiNK website, could be at “risk of extremely harsh punishments, including brutal beatings, forced labor, forced abortions, torture, and internment in a political pris-on camp.”It costs $3,000 to rescue one person, and LiNK is currently working to rescue 200 people. Anyone can start their own cam-paign on the LiNK website to work on raising money.“My favorite part of the event was the reiteration that college students are not helpless. We have the power to make a difference,” Rozek said.
Students listen 
to stories of 
North Korean 
refugees
Megan Corum
 Staff Writer 
______________________
See page 2
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This past week, the Lawrence community played host to four colloquia covering a wide range of topics, from gender studies to chemistry, from psychology to archaeology. 
Tuesday, Oct. 7: Gender 
Studies and Economics 
Colloquium—“UNHCR’s Gender 
Policy for Refugees in Sierra 
Leone: Economic vs. Political 
Agency” Lawrence Professor Claudena Skran, who specializes in International Relations and refugee studies, spoke on a topic that combined many subjects of her expertise. The talk focused on Sierra Leone, a country that Skran has focused her well-known research and travels. While the colloquium speech addressed the policies of the UN’s refugee agency, Skran spoke about the importance of economic as well as political agency, specifically with regards to female refugees in the area. The colloquium focused on gender, economics, political agency and the importance of the U.N. and spoke to the interests of a large cross-section of the politi-cally aware Lawrence community. 
Wednesday, Oct. 8: 
Northeast Wisconsin American 
Chemical Society Colloquium—
“Use of Nano-Fibers for 
Biomedical and Environmental 
Applications”The Lawrence University Chemistry department, in con-
junction with the Northeast Wisconsin Chemical Society, brought in Stony Brook University Professor Benjamin Chu to speak on the applications of nano-fibers in modern technology. Chu addressed the two major types of nano-fibers, one of which is synthesized and the other nat-ural. In this seminar, Professor Chu also presented several exam-ples of promising applications of nano-fibers, like their use in reli-able water purification efforts. He stressed this applications as well as those which can be help-ful for biomedical purposes, can help to reduce human strain on our environment and can extend our medical capabilities. Chu also addressed how he believes nano-fiber technology can be integrated into cost-effective products. 
Thursday, Oct. 9: Psychology 
Colloquium—“From Trauma to 
Infinity: Psychological Trauma 
and Relational DynamicsDavid Stefan Bathory, Psy.D., came from New Jersey to give a talk on the field of Relational Dynamics and its application in the study of psychological trau-ma. Bathory currently serves as CEO of Bathory International, LLC, a New Jersey-based human services company dedicated to working on solutions to issues related to education, housing and healthcare. In his speech, Bathory first gave a discussion of general thoughts about the psychological effects of trauma before moving on to discuss his particular field of expertise. He defined Relational Dynamics as “a non-linear theory based from work in clinical, devel-opmental, social and personality 
psychology, as well as mathemati-cal game and chaos theories,” and proceeded to discuss a variety of psychological applications of this theory. In this colloquium, Bathory focused on discussions of psychological trauma in relation to his theory, but he also extended the scope of the lecture by men-tioning applications of Relational Dynamics in a number of other, seemingly unrelated fields, includ-ing education and architecture. 
Monday, Oct 13: 
Archaeological Institute 
of America Lecture—“The 
Un-Heroic in Archaic Greek Art”The Archaeological Institute of America brought in Thomas 
Carpenter, Professor of Classics at Ohio University, to speak on the cultural and social implica-tions of the focus on non-Heroic scenes in archaic Greek art. In his discussion, he mostly focused on pottery and sculptures from early Greek peoples; specifically, he ref-erenced those depicting scenes from the Epic Cycle, a collection of ancient Greek poems which tell the story of the ancient Trojan War. Carpenter spoke of the inter-esting nature of the scenes cho-sen: a common understanding of the heroic values of ancient Greek culture would predict that the art would mostly depict heroic and virtuous scenes, but Carpenter 
emphasized that the majority of the scenes depicted in this ancient art actually show the less heroic tales. Carpenter made particular reference to art depicting stories such as the rape of Kassandra and the suicide of Ajax, pointing out that these scenes would not be so popularly depicted if they did not have wide emotional resonance to the people of the day. This collo-quium talk raised questions about what this art might imply for the values of the ancient Greeks and challenged our current common understanding about ancient Greek culture. 
Compiled by Nathan Whiteman 
World  News
Colloquia throughout the week address a wide range of topics
Ruby Dickson 
Staff Writer
______________________
Sophomore Elliot Mackin discusses archaic Greek art with Ohio University Professor Thomas Carpenter. 
Photo by Hailie Nguyen 
SWITZERLAND: World Health Organization Assistant Director-General Dr. Bruce Aylward announced that there have been 8,914 cases of Ebola and 4,447 deaths. The death rate has gone from 50 percent to 70 percent. IRAQ:  IS takes control of chemical weapons stockpile in Iraq that may contain mustard and sarin gases.GREECE: Greece’s stock market crashed 9 percent on Wednesday, Oct. 15.
SOUTH KOREA: The Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity are discussing new findings that show a 50 percent decrease in the world’s biodi-versity in the last 40 years.GERMANY: College in Germany is now free for all stu-dents, including international students. UNITED STATES: A sec-ond nurse in Dallas, Texas has become infected with the Ebola Virus. 
NORWAY: The Nobel Peace Prize for 2014 has been joint-ly awarded to Indian Kailash Satyarthi and Pakistani Malala Yousafzai “for their struggle against suppression of children and young people and for the right of all children to educa-tion.”MEXICO: Search efforts for 43 college students who went missing after a confrontation with police on Sept. 26 have increased.  It was also deter-mined that 28 bodies recovered on Oct. 6 were not the missing students. 
Research
continued from page 1
evokes a different emotion than when you are just reading it by yourself,” Colston said.The stories were presented in the third person. Regarding that decision Van Dyke said, “What happened to these women can only be told through their lenses. It seems inappropriate even as a woman of color [to read in first person] because you still have not experienced exactly what has hap-pened to that [woman].”Angel Needham-Giles, RHD of Kolher and Draheim as well as Program Coordinator for the Diversity Center, attended the event and was pleased with the turn out.“More people came than expected, which is great, because awareness is the first step,” 
Needham-Giles said. Other visitors to the event included visiting parents, passing students and Appleton’s Diversity Coordinator, Kathy Flores. “All people matter. #Blackgirlsmatter doesn’t dis-qualify that in any way. The two statements can exist harmonious-ly,” Van Dyke stressed. Colston concluded by stress-ing the importance of highlighting these issues as a club, “This hap-pens more than we think it does. If we don’t have a voice in the media, then what is the purpose of existing?”In the coming weeks, AIO hopes to close the gallery with a candlelight vigil and auction off some of the pieces in the gal-lery. AIO also intends to send the remaining photos to the families of the deceased. 
#Blackgirlsmatter
continued from page 1
hard sciences was junior Shang Li, who received the Skran Grant to study tradition and cultural exchange in Tianjin, China. “I didn’t expect there to be so many [hard] science projects.” explained Li, but expressed grati-tude at having been invited to present in this setting.Working closely with a pro-fessor is a major component of the summer research program. “It’s good to have mentorship in research, which you get in high 
quality at Lawrence.” said junior Zabdiel Ek-Vazquez, who studied neurodegenerative disease with Professor Elizabeth De Stasio on campus this summer. Ek-Vazquez went on to describe the process of working closely with a mentor. “I saw Professor De Stasio every day.  [Our Professors] help you improve your work every day, but it’s in moderation, so you learn to do this on your own.”Assistant Professor of Biology Kim Dickson further commented on the independence students are offered during the summer research program. “As mentors, we help students 
understand the theory behind a project and then work together to plan and execute experiments, Dickson said. “What’s especially great about research at LU is the stu-dents have a tremendous amount of autonomy... I try to never stand over my students’ shoulders to supervise their every move. Often, I feel like the lab tech who does the ordering and equipment maintenance in order to keep the students’ work moving forward.”Junior Galen Dods, whose presentation was titled “Structure and Function of Ribonuclease Inhibitor,” described a simi-
lar experience working with Professor Dickson. “Since you’re not working on schoolwork, you get to focus on research... You spend 8-10 hours in lab a day, you really generate bonds with the people you’re working with.”Senior Sarah Gunby, who was also mentored by Dickson over the summer, explained the ben-efit of the symposium’s format for the various presenters, and those attending the poster symposium. “This type of event serves as good practice for students who may later be presenting in a larger set-ting... but it’s also great for sharing with members of the Lawrence 
community, as well as prospective students.”Professor Dickson concluded by emphasizing the abilities stu-dents acquire during the summer research program, before creating their presentations. “Many of my students work with me for more that just one summer and have very advanced skills. Those students function like graduate students and work very independently. I think the summer research program is key is fostering that development in our students.”
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Q U E S T I O N  M A R K
One of the aspects of the Lawrence community that was particularly attractive to me was that we all eat together in Andrew Commons. I have eaten at more than fifty campuses across the country, and the food we have at Lawrence is in the top two percent—in fact, many times Bon Appétit prepares food that is better than the food I could prepare myself, although that might  not be say-
ing much. We have renewed our contract with Bon Appétit, and I cannot imagine finding a bet-ter partner to meet our dining and catering needs. I would strongly sug-gest that you contact Julie Severance, general manager of Bon Appétit at Lawrence at jseverance@cafebonappetit.com if you have suggestions on ways they might improve their service, which I know is one of their primary goals.
Despite innovations such as the dub box, Bon Appétit is not ful-
filling my culinary needs. I, along with many other students, am 
tired of Bon Appétit’s monopoly on campus, particularly given 
the mandatory meal plan. What is the administration’s opinion 
on this? Are there any changes planned?
AROUND THE WORLD 
IN EIGHT ISSUES
Po
lLU
 www.lawrentian.com
Yes, but there is some room for 
improvement
22%
Do you believe the culinary options offered at Lawrence University are adequate?
Total Votes: 131
Dear Sarah,
I’m a student in the conserva-
tory and I always hear upperclass-
men talk about going to the VR 
after an especially taxing and frus-
trating rehearsal. What exactly is 
the VR? Where is it? Is it as magical 
as everyone says it is?
— Impatiently Waiting to Grow Up
Dear Impatiently,You are correct, my friend,.The VR is indeed a magical place. Located on the lowest floor of Memorial Hall, it provides every-thing a stressed-to-the-maximum Wisconsin college student might desire. Even with the 50-cent rise in prices this year, it’s still the cheapest bar in town. Additionally, given that the patrons are nearly all Lawrentians in some variety, it makes it much less likely that you will be awkwardly hit on by some creepy townie in a trucker cap who looks to be about the same age as your dad.The VR isn’t reserved for just drinking, though. Life chats can be had, friendships can be made and lesson plans can be written. Final papers can also be written here, but I suggest you save your-self some time to edit them. Rum and Cokes make simple things like spelling and grammar much hard-er to stay on top of.Thursday night TriVR has quickly become the goal of my week. It’s even earned its right-ful place in my Google calendar. If I can make it to that point in the week without stress sobbing or wanting to punch my hand 
through a wall, I call the week a success. Six-player teams compete in six rounds of trivia—current events, music and movie quotes are always a staple while the other three rounds vary. And when the first prize is $20 off your tab, you know this is serious business.Friday happy hour is always an exciting time, especially come Spring Term when it turns into Bring Your Baby to the Bar Hour. Professors need a break after a long week of school just as much as students do, and the VR becomes the place for coworkers and fami-lies to meet, chat and wind down. I’ll admit, it’s a little odd the first time you are stared down by a four-year-old while drinking an old fashioned, but what can I say? That’s Wisconsin for you.Other themed nights include Tallboy Tuesday, for all you beer lovers out there; Senior Nights on Wednesday, which often feature guest bartenders and live music on Fridays. Here’s hoping Dean Pertl, Leila and their set of boom whackers make a re-appearance this year. We could all use more solfège in our lives. Entry into the VR is a rite of passage for Lawrentians. Not every school has a bar on campus, let alone one as quaint and cozy as ours. How many other bars offer you the opportunity to buy your own custom engraved mug? Pro tip—add your mug number as a contact in your phone so you don’t send your bartender on a wild goose chase trying to hunt down a mug with your goofy nickname on it.  
Send in your questions to 
wagners@lawrence.edu and 
have them answered by Sarah, 
a double-degree student in her 
fifth year at Lawrence.
The VR
Also Known As the Very Rad Viking Room
Coming Next Week: Laura Udelson in Amman, Jordan
B e w a r e  b r i n g i n g  a  b a g  i n t o  A n d r e w  C o m m o n s .
Sarah Wagner
Columnist
_______________________
Yes.
16%
No, Bon Appétit should be 
replaced or more options 
should be added.
18%
No, Bon Appétit needs 
significant improvements.
44%
with M.S. Hubbard
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The Lawrence Football team took on Beloit this weekend in their homecoming game. The Vikings were looking to get off to a hot start in conference as it was their first conference game. The team was greeted by a large crowd that included students, alumni, the pep band and President Burstein. Beloit took an early 3-0 lead in the first quarter but the Vikings responded on the very next pos-session with a 12 play, 75-yard drive that was capped off by a touchdown pass from freshman quarterback Chance Byrd to fel-low freshman Cole Erickson. The Vikings struck again early in the 
second quarter completing an eight play, 80-yard drive with a 24-yard pass from Byrd to sopho-more receiver Trevor Spina.Lawrence took halftime to honor six newly inducted mem-bers into the hall of fame, includ-ing current softball coach Kim Tatro. After the break, the Vikings got right back to work.LU extended its lead early in the fourth quarter with a 55-yard touchdown pass from Byrd to senior receiver Taylor Mandich to make the score 21-6. The Buccaneers drove down the field on the ensuing possession and cut the lead with a touchdown making it a 21-13 game. Beloit got the ball back with 5:30 left in the game and were looking to tie the game up and send it to overtime.The Lawrence defense had other ideas, though, and came up 
with a key stop on fourth down after senior linebacker Brandon Taylor broke up a pass. The offense took over from there and ran out the clock after getting a few first downs. Lawrence won by a final score of 21-13.The Vikings defense domi-nated Beloit’s offense all day and held them to only 266 yards of total offense. The defense was anchored by Taylor who led the team with 14 tackles and two pass breakups. His performance earned him Midwest Conference (MWC) honorable mention defen-sive performer of the week. “It was a great all-around team performance. Our offense played a great game, and it was awesome to be able to make a defensive stand late to win the game,” Taylor said. “While it’s great to have your individual play 
recognized by the conference, it’s a team award. It’s really a reflec-tion of how hard our entire team has worked.”Quarterback Chance Byrd went 23-36 for 274 yards and three touchdowns and also earned MWC honorable mention offensive performer of the week in his first career start. Receiver Taylor Mandich had a monster game hauling in eight catches for 130 yards and a touchdown.“The atmosphere was elec-trifying. Having the support of the pep band and fans definitely moti-vated us to play as a team and for each other,” sophomore lineman Jackson Straughan said.The Vikings go on the road this week to take on Carroll at 1 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 18. 
I recently sat down to talk 
with head tennis coach Steve 
Francour about the season thus far, 
his past experiences as a coach and 
the team’s prospects heading into 
the Midwest Conference (MWC) 
Championships. Francour became 
the head coach of the men’s and 
women’s tennis teams at Lawrence 
in the summer of 2013 after 23 
years of head coaching experience 
at UW-Oshkosh.
At Oshkosh, he posted an over-
all record of 396-389 between the 
men’s and women’s teams, includ-
ing coaching seven conference sin-
gles champions, four doubles cham-
pions and three appearances in the 
NCAA Division III Tournament. His 
women’s team is currently wrap-
ping up a season in which they will 
finish 5-4 in the MWC and 9-7 over-
all. They’re in great form heading 
into the MWC Championships after 
three straight wins.
The doubles tournament will 
be held this coming Saturday, Oct. 
18 with the singles tournament 
being held the following day. Both 
Tournaments will be held at the 
Nielsen Tennis Center in Madison, 
Wis.
The team is currently on a three 
match win streak. What do you 
attribute this recent success to?The team is starting to peak at the right time. We have pre-pared ourselves to play at our best for the conference tournament. It is a combination of the team working hard and getting com-fortable with their game.
What are some of the most valu-
able things you learned there 
and what strategies are you car-
rying over to your new job here 
at Lawrence?We try to find out what a player has for strengths and weak-nesses and figure out how they can perform at their highest level. Tennis has many unique styles and techniques, and each player needs to know what makes them successful. After they get comfort-able with their game, we have them implement it to matches.
What are your team’s greatest 
strengths?This year’s squad is versatile. When we need to change doubles teams or have people fill in for singles, everyone is ready to go. 
They are a hard working group who is very coachable.
How has this season gone so far 
based on your expectations at 
the beginning of the season?We finished in fifth place. That is better than last season. We had an opportunity to finish in the top four, but didn’t play quite good enough  My expectations were to finish in the top half of the confer-ence, and we did that.  
How do you feel going into the 
MWC Championships this week-
end?We will be ready to play at a high level. I like our chances of getting some high places at each flight.
Junior Anne Leung crosses the ball to a 
Vikings teammate.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
   CJ Revis
    Staff Writer
_______________________
Clare Bruning
 Staff Writer
______________________
BY  THE 
NUMB3RS
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org
and are current as of
Oct. 15, 2014.
WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM MWC OVR
St. Norbert 9-0 13-1
Cornell 9-1 15-3
Grinnell 8-2 9-4
Lake Forest 7-3 10-4
Lawrence 5-4 8-7
Carroll 5-5 8-9
Monmouth 3-7 5-12
Beloit 3-7 4-11
Illinois 1-6 3-9
Ripon 1-8 1-13
Knox 1-9 1-15
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM MWC OVR
Knox 5-0 10-2
Lake Forest 4-0-2 5-6-2
Monmouth 4-1-1 6-7-1
Carroll 3-0-1 5-5-2
Illinois 3-1-1 7-4-2
St. Norbert 2-1-2 8-2-2
Beloit 2-3 2-10
Grinnell 1-2-2 5-3-4
Lawrence 1-5-1 1-10-2
Cornell 0-5 2-10-1
Ripon 0-7 2-11-1
VOLLEYBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
Cornell 6-0 15-6
Lake Forest 4-0 10-11
St. Norbert 4-1 10-13
Ripon 3-2 13-9
Carroll 3-2 7-16
Illinois 3-3 6-12
Lawrence 3-3 7-15
Grinnell 1-3 6-15
Monmouth 1-5 7-18
Knox 1-5 3-22
Beloit 0-5 1-17
STANDINGS
Buccaneers buckle under Vikings’ defensive pressure
Lady Vikings exit weekend 1-1, improve MWC record
The Lawrence University Women’s Soccer team spent a weekend on the road and emerged with a Midwest Conference (MWC) win and a non-conference loss. This split brought the Vikings’ record to 4-7-2 (2-1-2 MWC).On Saturday, Oct. 11, the Lawrence women traveled to Illinois to take on Monmouth College, whose 3-10 (2-4 MWC) record places them ninth in the Midwest Conference, three ranks below Lawrence’s sixth.The first half saw no scor-ing, though the Scots had a 4-1 shot advantage. “We had some trouble at the beginning because Monmouth has a really fast player who almost scored a few times,” junior Perrin Tourangeau said. “Dani [Glass] played really well, though. She did a good job of stop-ping them.”The Vikings rallied and made some progress in the sec-
ond half, though were still out-shot 7-4. After battling hard most of the scoreless game, freshman Ryan Berkley found the net in an unassisted goal with ten min-utes remaining. Senior goalkeeper Dani Glass made six saves to pick up the 1-0 shutout. “Kirstin [Edwards] couldn’t make it to the Monmouth game because she was presenting on her big summer research project,” Tourangeau said, highlighting the challenge of a Lawrence student-athlete’s constant balancing act. “She’s really our key defender, the backbone of our defense, so it was a little tricky for us to figure out how to adjust.”On Sunday, Oct. 12, the Vikings moved on to face UW-Platteville on the road. Platteville’s (7-6, 1-3 WIAC) record places them near the bottom of their more com-petitive conference. The Pioneers regularly compete with larger state schools, and Lawrence made the most of the opportunity to compete against a team of a dif-ferent level.In the first half, Platteville soundly outshot the Vikings, firing 
13 attempts to Lawrence’s two. One of those shots found its way into the Lawrence goal at 11:51, starting the scoring at 1-0 in the Pioneers’ favor.The Vikings kicked it into gear for the second half, nar-rowing the shot gap to 9-12. Unfortunately, none of Lawrence’s attempts resulted in a goal, and Platteville put one more on the board 15 minutes into the second half, securing the shutout with a final score of 2-0. Glass made 14 total saves to Platteville’s three.“We weren’t completely outmatched,” Tourangeau said of the Vikings’ performance in Platteville. “It was our fifth game that week so we were definitely feeling that and it did affect our play. We still managed to pressure a lot and had some good shots. It was a good game for us to prac-tice.”The Lawrence women have a number of important conference games coming up. On Saturday, Oct. 18, the Vikings will travel to Grinnell College (8-6, 4-2 MWC) and on Sunday, Oct. 19, will con-tinue to Cornell College (7-5-1, 3-3 
MWC). Wednesday, Oct. 22, brings Lawrence to second-ranked Ripon College (8-4, 4-2 MWC) to round out the week’s road competitions.
LET’S GO VIKINGS!
Steve Francour
Joe Krivit
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Coach’s Corner
3
Touchdowns 
thrown by
freshman Chance 
Byrd in his first 
collegiate start.
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This past Friday, Oct. 9, the Lawrence University Golf team travelled three and a half hours to Oak Brook, Ill., to compete in their final tournament for this fall sea-son. All eight teams were forced to perform in windy, unpleasant weather, but they still managed to put on an impressive perfor-mance. Though Lawrence was put at an early disadvantage wito-out junior Rudi Pino, the Vikings fought hard to be a competitive force. Ultimately, they were out-matched, placing sixth with a final score of 345. Carthage College came in first with a final score of 301.  “I would say this match wasn’t our greatest because it was our last one of the fall season, and we didn’t have very good weather or a lot of time to practice this past week or two, which really affects your performance,” said sophomore Nathan Ley. “When 
you can’t practice, it makes play-ing a lot more difficult.”Ley noted that many Lawrence players were strug-gling with their short shots, tak-ing three or more putts to make a hole, which put them far behind the Carthage and Elmhurst teams. Nonetheless, stand-out play-er and Lawrence senior Anton Olsson managed to tie for seventh place with a round of 77, just five over par. Ley (87), sopho-more Nigel Schuster (88), fresh-man Clarke Ryan (93) and sopho-more Ryan Eardley (95) rounded out the score for Lawrence, put-ting them 14 behind fifth-placed Elmhurst.“We did really well at the beginning of this season, starting off with two wins, which was real-ly exciting,” Schuster commented. “This last game was just a very average way to end out the sea-son, unfortunately.”This is the first season in almost ten years that Lawrence 
    Jenny Angeli
     Staff Writer
______________________
See page 9
If you didn’t see any volley-ball team members on campus this weekend it was because they were hard at work playing two conference matches in Iowa. Play began Friday, Oct.10, at 7 p.m. against Cornell College.Junior Terese Swords led the offensive attack for the Vikings with 11 kills on the floor. Swords was aided by freshman setter Lauren Ray, who contributed 13 assists. The Rams were hard on the attack with their aggressive hitters Diamond Boyd and Taylor Dicus, who added 11 and nine kills respectively.Vikings freshman defensive specialist Cyra Bammer helped out by picking up 16 digs. In spite of their best efforts, the Vikings fell to the Rams in all three match-es with scores of 25-12, 25-22 and 25-18.
“They have a very strong offense that we have not yet seen in our previous games. It is some-thing that we have to prepare for when we play them again in the Conference Tournament,” senior Betsy Sorensen said. “They also have a very strong block that we were not used to. We are going to learn from the game and move on so that we can become a better team!”The weekend was not over, and the Vikings had a chance to redeem themselves with their second conference match on Saturday, this time against Grinnell College. Again, Swords led the attack against the Pioneers with 19 kills. Sorensen and fel-low senior Kayla Storm supported Swords by contributing 12 and 10 kills, respectively.Grinnell was able to defeat the Vikings in the first match 25-20, but Lawrence was not easily silenced. They came back and won the next match 20-25. Despite this outstanding offense, not to mention Bammer’s 20 digs, 
the Vikings still fell short.Grinnell’s combination of Margret Giles’s 35 assists and Claire Weidman’s 14 kills made them unstoppable. Grinnell won the next two matches 25-21 and 25-19 to walk away with the over-all win of 3-1. This left the Vikings with a 3-2 record in Midwest Conference (MWC) play. Junior Andrea Wilkinson added, “I would name Terese as MVP for the weekend. Not only was she able to get a lot of kills for us, but she was also able to get them at times we needed them most. In the Grinnell match, there was a time we were down by about 4 or 5 points, and Terese got at least 5 kills in a row to bring us ahead by 2 points. That helped change our momentum and bring everyone’s energy up, which helped us to win that set.”The Vikings are away again this weekend to play Illinois College in another MWC match-up.
Volleyball goes 0-2 vs MWC opponents
This week I sat down with Viking quarterback Chance Byrd to talk about his first ever start. The freshman threw for 274 yards and three touchdowns, while filling in for 
injured starter Tanner Schuh against Beloit.  The biology major and Alabama native talked about his love of the Auburn Tigers, the tight bond the Viking Football team 
shares and transitioning to a new football career here in Appleton, Wis.
Pablo Morales: Do you have any thoughts on the game as a first time starter?
Chance Byrd: After Tanner got hurt last week and I had to come in for him, he had to go to the doctor the week after and they said he wasn’t going to be able to go this week.  I found out Monday so I had all week to prepare and get ready for the game.  It wasn’t a last minute “hey, you gotta go in,” so I guess I had a little time to get ready for it and get the right mindset.
PM: You had a great showing on Saturday.  What was going through your head starting your first game?
CB: It was kind of mixed emotions... I wasn’t as nervous as I thought I’d be, because of the preparation aspect.  It wasn’t that nerve-wracking, but you still can’t help but get a little bubble guts.  Again, the coaches did a really good job of making sure we were ready, that I was ready.  The seniors helped make sure I knew they had my back, and I had the con-fidence to say, ‘You know what, you got my back. I’m going to make sure I have yours, too.’  That helped a lot, too, knowing that the O-line was going to do their job, which they do every Saturday.
PM: It’s always great when you can have that kind of trust in your teammates.
CB: Credit really goes to the O-line, because I wouldn’t be sitting right here if it weren’t for them.  Them, the receivers, the backs, and the defense all played a heck of a game, too.  The glory goes to them, too, more than it does to me.
PM: It seems like you had some really good chemistry with Taylor Mandich, who also had a great game as a receiver. Do you guys get along well?
CB: Oh yeah, we get along real well.  He was my host last year in the spring, so we stayed in contact all through the summer.  We just have a connection—he’s my mentor, too, we have a mentor-mentee program on the team.  It’s been easy to get things going with him.  He’s a great receiver, a fifth year so he’s been doing it for quite a while.  I know if I put the ball up and give him a shot at it he’s going to come down with it.  All I did was have trust in him, and he really did the rest of it.
PM: How are you enjoying Lawrence so far? 
CB: It’s a little bit different compared to back home in Alabama.  It took a bit of getting used to since the city I come from has 6,000 people; it’s real rural.  You know, here you’ve got 70,000; it’s a big city.  Having the guys on the team with you making friendships and bonds helps a lot.  Lawrence is nice; it’s a really great school, and everyone has been friendly since I’ve gotten here.
PM: Being from Alabama, are you an Alabama Crimson Tide or an Auburn Tigers fan?
CB: I’m an Auburn fan through and through. My mom and dad were Auburn fans so I grew up loving them.  I have some aunts and uncles who are Alabama fans, so it gets a little interesting during the Iron Bowl.  It’s fun having a little family competition.
PM: You must have been ecstatic after last year’s Iron Bowl and that 109-yard game winning punt return.
CB: Oh yeah. I was actually in Auburn for it.  That was incredible, something you don’t see every day.  It was a great experience being in Auburn for that crazy win.
PM: How has the transition been to college football from playing in high school?
CB: The game is a lot faster. The opponents, of course, are a lot bigger, faster, smarter, and the pace has changed a lot.  It’s still just regular football, 11-on-11, though.  From the offensive standpoint, you’ve got fewer plays in high school. You stick to your bread and butter. Here, with this offense, there are so many different plays you can run. The offensive playbook is just so wide open.  It hasn’t been that hard, but it was a little challenging at first getting a handle on all the plays and different ways you can attack a team.
PM: So what is this jousting the football team does?
CB: It’s where you have two people, one guy is the horse and the other guy is on his back.  We get pool noodles, and then put an egg inside some pantyhose and put it around the jouster’s head near the front.  You have to crack the other person’s egg to win. It’s a good team bonding exercise. Coaches do a good job of making sure we stick together.  It’s not hard, there are a lot of big brothers on the team, and we have the mentor-mentee thing, but we all look out for each other.  There are no cliques; it’s everyone together as one.Byrd maneuvers around the defense on a QB sneak.Photo courtesy of Paul Wilkie
Chance Byrd: Football
Athlete of the Week
Pablo Morales
LU Golf ends fall season
Henry Geraghty
For The Lawrentian
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“A Stone of Hope” exhibit uncovers local Black experiences
In June of 2014, the History Museum at the Castle began an exhibition intended to bring the stories of African American peo-ple in Appleton back into the public con-sciousness. With the traveling exhibit enti-tled “A Stone of Hope: Black Experiences in the Fox Cities,” the museum has been able to reach out and tell the tale of this often unseen history.The traveling exhibit will be touring the region for two years, popping up in schools, libraries and offices, as well as appearing in the mall and the airport. With the support of various organizations such as Wisconsin Humanities Council, Community Foundation and African Heritage, Inc., the research and preparation process took place in less than a year. With twelve panels in total, it offers a broad narrative of Black experience in the Fox Cities from the 1700s to present.As the marginalized history unfolds, the traveling exhibit may bring surprises to its audience. Alumna Erin Dix, the archivist of Lawrence’s very own Seeley G. Mudd Library, spoke about her biggest discovery in the research.“Appleton has the reputation of being a sundown city for a big part of the twen-
tieth century. I don’t think a lot of people would have known that there was a vibrant African American community here in the nineteenth century. This puts what hap-pened in the twentieth century in a differ-ent light.”
The exhibit takes the form of a “pop-up” museum, a method that allows for impact on a much broader scale. Since its opening, it has reached an audience of approximately 14,000 people.When speaking about this creative pre-
sentation, Nick Hoffman, Chief Curator at the History Museum, was enthusiastic. “The real goal of this exhibit is to reach as many people as we possibly can in the community to share this story,” he said. “It does not require people to come to us. We are coming to them.”However, the small scale of the exhibit has left many things unsaid. Senior Sarah Golden, who worked on the project as research intern, mentioned one of the big-gest challenges the research team encoun-tered. “We had a limited number of panels to work with…so it was certainly a challenge to whittle all of our information down, but we did our best to cover as much as we could,” she said. “This often meant cutting a three-paragraph-long explanation down to a sentence or two.”Ultimately, the small size works to their advantage. “It can be in the lobby of a small business, sometimes it will be in a school library. We have to make it to be able to fit in any type of space so it works very well as it is,” Hoffman said.The celebration of Black heritage con-tinues on Oct. 26, when a tribute concert for Marion Anderson, an African American singer who experienced racist attacks mul-tiple times when performing in Appleton, 
The freshman class elected four class representatives to the Lawrence University Community Council on October 6. Bart Szewczyk, Becca Tapia, Harrison Barber and Pragyan Sigdel were chosen to lead and voice the opinions of the class. “I wanted to be involved, be able to make decisions about the school and put my input and represent the class,” explained Tapia. Sigdel said, “I wanted to be the voice for people and have everyone’s back.” “I just really like having a say in what goes on in my school and being able to be a voice for people,” added Barber. “It’s nice to be in that zone where you are in the center of everything that is happening and you just 
have a feel for all these different things on campus.”Starting this year, LUCC has represen-tatives based on class rather than dorms. “So, unlike in the past, freshmen may not have had a proportional representation,” explained Szewczyk. “I really want to focus on what it’s like to be a freshman, and what are the specific freshmen needs that might have gone unnoticed in the past, and bring those up.”The LUCC representatives are here for the students to access and to utilize as a bridge between themselves and the admin-istration. “I think making sure they know who we are and understand that we’re not above them, but to work for them is a really important thing,” Tapia said of her main goal. “I don’t think Lawrence needs drastic change of any sort. If it does eventually, I’m more than willing to do it, help out and 
make it happen,” described Barber. “But for now, I’d really just like to help people con-tinue to do what they want to do, and what they love to do.”There are many ways students can get more involved even though they may not be a rep. “Everyone is welcome to come to the LUCC meetings and that way they can voice their opinions or bring up issues that LUCC might not be talking about,” Szewczyk explained, “Also, certain clubs have repre-sentatives that attend the LUCC meetings, so if you’re in other clubs there could be a possible spot for you to represent your club in LUCC.” There are other ways of getting involved with the community as well. “There are definitely lower levels you can go to that still have a lot of influence and say in all these issues and topics that we go over,” Barber added.
Another way to get involved with cam-pus is through organizations. “You should join clubs,” Sigdel said on the topic of fresh-men engagement. “The more people you meet the more involved you get.”The four representatives are available to any freshman that needs to talk or wants to voice their ideas for the school. “I want the freshmen here to feel free to come up to me and say whatever they want,” Sigdel explained. “I want them to feel like there’s someone they can go to.” Tapia agrees.“I just think it’s important that even though the four of us are the reps, we have to make sure that we’re not only taking into account our own ideas, but everyone else’s feelings about what we can do better,” she explained. “So, I think really just being able to reach out to everyone else in the grade and not just have my own opinions, but hear everyone else’s and that will affect mine.”
National Coming Out Day commem-orates the struggle of those who have opened up about who they are and those who have yet to come out. In honor of this day, Lawrence University’s GLOW group provided a safe space for people to express their identities and connect with others.While National Coming Out Day was officially on Saturday, Oct. 11, GLOW held an event in the Mead-Witter Room on Oct. 9 to avoid cutting into people’s weekends. The event was a two hour long gathering in which people could share stories of coming 
out, socialize with other people of similar identities, and even come out themselves.Elizabeth Graber, a senior and presi-dent of GLOW, emphasized the importance of creating “a safe space for people to come out as anything they wanted.” In order to accomplish this, confidentiality was stressed in the sense that people were not allowed to share what others had said. Graber described the safe space for anyone as a place where “people will not judge them and will support them.”The GLOW event pertained not only to providing a space for people to come out as LGBT, but also anything pertinent to their own identity. Graber noted that some people come out “as feminists, or [with] anxiety or depressed.”
“Coming out is more than a one-time thing,” Graber said. “Every time you meet a person, you have to decide if you want to come out to them.” On the other hand, coming out was not a requirement. GLOW did not want people to feel forced to make a declara-tion. The purpose of the safe space was to share information comfortably and through interacting with others. Graber explained that hearing others’ stories could help peo-ple “find out that there are resources for [them].”Freshman Anna Electra Arnade, who attended the event, did feel that “there were a lot of supportive people there.” Arnade felt it was also a good place to meet people through learning about their experiences. 
She became friends and acquaintances with a few people because she “got to know them more” at the event.When asked how Lawrence as a whole was as a supportive community and envi-ronment for people to come out, Graber said that because Lawrence is “diverse in all of our [student body’s] identities,” it was a good environment. When someone comes out, confiden-tiality is important. Graber’s advice was to “never out anyone” if they have come out to you. “When someone comes out to you, they are giving you a part of themselves,” Graber said. “[That part] is theirs to decide who they want to know [about it].” Further, you should “be supportive [of] however they want to be.”
Meet the new LUCC freshman class representatives
National Coming Out Day at Lawrence University
  Rachel Taber
   For The Lawrentian
______________________________
“A Stone of Hope” is displayed on the second floor of the  library.
Photo by Emily Teerink
Anh Ta
For The Lawrentian
______________________________________________
Nalee Praseutsack
For The Lawrentian
______________________________
New LUCC 
representatives 
Bart Szewczyk, 
Becca Tapia, Har-
rison Barber and 
Pragyan Sigdel.
Photos by Emily 
Teerink and
 Billy Liu
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This year, for the first time, Lawrence will be offering a D-Term, in which students will be able to enroll in one 3-unit course for the first two weeks of December at a dis-counted fee. Because of the new flexibility, professors were able to delve into their own interests to create new classes. Two professors who exemplify this are dean of the Conservatory Brian Pertl and Leila Pertl, visiting lecturer in music edu-cation. The two are offering a class called “Exploring the Creative Self Through Deep Listening.”“We’d never been able to do a focused seminar just in this, so we were really excit-ed,” Brian Pertl explained. The two have 
been involved in the idea of deep listening for a long time and have worked with every-one from corporate employees to young children. D-Term allows them to put their work into an intensive seminar format. The course looks at deep listening and how it can be used to increase focus and unleash creativity. Students will study the way sound is interpreted, but also how learning to interpret sounds differently can help with their creative processes. “[This] could be for anybody,” he clari-fied. “We all need to be creative, and this gives us an opportunity through opening up your senses to sound to then start opening up to doing creative [work]. Anything you can imagine, anything you’re passionate about can be rolled into this class.”Deep listening is a skill the Pertls believe would be valuable to Lawrence stu-dents especially, given our busy, non-stop 
schedules.“People are very uncomfortable with silence. We need to add something to it, interact with the people we see – but if you allow yourself to take everything in, rather than always adding to it, the results can be amazing,” Leila Pertl explained. “It helps relieve stress and see things more clearly,” he continued. “By taking a pause and being reflective and contempla-tive, it helps you focus and get more out of everything you’re doing.” The class is very collaborative, so the Pertls hope to have a wide range of majors to give a variety of perspectives. This also gives the class a lot of flexibility, and the two are entering the class with an open mind. “It’s all about the process and discovery and less about the expected outcomes—what do these individuals bring to this dynamic situation? Their ideas matter a lot,” he 
explained. Taking a course in this format will give students an even more individualized learning experience than usual in the nor-mal 10-week term. Being able to focus on one class every day for two weeks will also allow students to really be impacted by the course they choose. “What’s discovered in this time will transcend December,” Leila affirmed. And it extends beyond the class-room. Many of the courses plan to do inten-sives in Björklunden or go on other trips to enhance the experience. Most importantly, these courses—“Exploring The Creative Self Through Deep Listening” included—allow students to share in the passions of their professors. “It’s the professor’s chance to teach something they really want to teach,” she said. “We want to take everyone’s D-Term course,” he added.
“Deep Listening” among D-Term course offerings
Lawrence community responds to Catalonia–Spain conflict
Margaret Koss
Staff Writer
______________________________
Catalonia comprises the northeastern part of Spain, and its capital is the city of Barcelona. In recent years, a significant part of its population has called for inde-pendence from Spain due to the economic crisis in the country. The New York Times reported that Catalonia accounts for 20 percent of Spain’s national output, making it one of the richest regions in the country.However, there are several reasons why Catalans want independence. Associate Professor and Chair of Spanish Rosa Tapia maintains that “As a result of the country’s historical development—the unification of the Iberian kingdoms in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries --Catalonia has a distinct cultural and linguistic heritage.” Raised in Ceuta, Lawrence’s former exchange student África Garcia thinks that “some Catalans do not feel that they are Spanish [because of] the language.” However, there are other provinces that speak other regional tongues and dialects, and Garcia does not see them as different 
because of that. One example is the Basque region, located in northern Spain.Catalonia’s geographic location favored its socio-economic development, which cre-ated an extremely powerful industry in the region, an important factor that contrib-uted to a strong Catalan identity among its inhabitants. According to Tapia, “the roots of today’s Catalan nationalism are in the nineteenth century movement called Renaixenca which focused on reviving the linguistic and cultural splendor of the area.That movement led to the formation of a political movement, which sought to have some influence in the Spanish govern-ment. However, Francisco Franco’s dictator-ship—which began in 1939 and lasted until 1975—impeded Catalonia in achieving its political goal; Franco’s government almost annihilated Catalan identity and its inhabit-ants even felt more foreign to Spain.According to the Center for Opinion Studies (Centre d’Estudis d’Opinió CEO), in 2013 54.7 percent of Catalans favored inde-pendence whereas 22.1 percent opposed it. The Convergence and Union party—CiU—has been in power in Catalonia since 1978, and “they are now fighting for the referen-dum and endorsing the pro-independence 
vote,” Tapia said.
The New York Times and La Jornada report that on September 11, 2014, which is the National Day of Catalonia, 1.8 million people marched on the streets of Barcelona demanding a vote for freedom to be held on November 9, as Artur Mas, the President of the “Generalitat” of Catalonia, had prom-ised. However, Mas recently announced that Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy rig-idly refused to allow the vote, declaring it unconstitutional.Garcia expressed concern for the seces-sionist movement in Catalonia because “its independence won’t benefit the economy of the country.” The independence would not only affect Spain, but also Catalonia because it “receives support—not only eco-nomic—from the government,” she said. As a Spanish citizen, Tapia is con-cerned with Catalonia’s current situation, and although she respects “people’s right for self-determination,” she’s also worried that Catalonia would become independent in the middle of “national and global eco-nomic hardship,” when temporary deci-sions based on self-interest could under-mine other “important considerations.”If Catalonia’s secession from Spain 
occurs, there may be people who feel that they do not belong there, which has been the problem since the unification of Spain. The issue is “that those people who fight for independence are not taking into account the [ones] who want to be a part of Spain,” Garcia said.Although Lawrence University does not presently offer an off-campus program in Barcelona, “students can inquire about credit transfer if they find one that is suit-able for their academic interests,” said Tapia.Every academic year, an enthusiastic group of Lawrentians study abroad in either Málaga or Granada, and from there they can witness the current socio-political situation in Catalonia if they visit Barcelona and the region. Tourists could feel in another coun-try than Spain: “[the students] would notice Catalonia’s desire of independence,” Garcia expressed. Garcia shared some of her personal experiences in Barcelona in relation to radi-cal Catalan identity: “you can find stickers in Barcelona that say things like ‘Catalonia is for Catalan people’, ‘No more foreign peo-ple’, ‘we don’t like tourists’… But of course not all of them think the same.”
Ollin Garcia Pliego
For The Lawrentian 
______________________________
Choosing the right school is one of the most difficult parts of the college admis-sions process. Deciding at age 17 or 18 where to spend the next four years is daunt-ing, and it’s no surprise that about a third of students decide that the school they chose isn’t the right fit for them. This leads students to seek out other places that are better suited for them, and for 29 students this year, Lawrence was that place. Lawrence’s admissions play a huge part in making the transition process for these new students as painless as possible, both before they are admitted and once they arrive on campus. Chuck Erickson, associate director of admissions and the coordinator of transfer admissions, further explained Lawrence’s philosophy surrounding transfer students, stating that Lawrence is “looking for stu-dents who are academically driven, who are involved, who are going to be additions to our community…We’re looking for ‘the fit’…we want us to fit them and them to fit us.” And once they find transfers that they think would be right for Lawrence, the pro-cess is just getting started. Before students arrive on campus, they are advised on how their prior academic experiences will trans-fer over, and once they arrive in the fall, 
the administration tries to make the social transition as easy as possible. This starts with Welcome Week. “Transfer students have already had [freshman orientation] at their previous college,” Erickson explained, “so instead of having them sit through the exact same stuff, we have specific transfer sessions with staff on this campus who have been assigned to work with the transfer com-munity.” They also try to house transfers with one another or with upper classmen to foster this sense of inclusion into the Lawrence community.According to Erickson, one of the most common challenges that transfers face is switching to the faster paced trimester sys-tem, as well as the need to take Freshman Studies. Erickson explained that the reasoning behind this is that “[while] many other col-leges offer a freshman seminar, we’ve found that it is not as rigorous as our Freshman Studies, or that it does not cover as much as our two terms. And part of it is Lawrence history. Every student who has started here as a freshman in the last four years has had freshman studies and as we all know Plato is referenced in class after class, and if those transfer students have never expe-rienced freshman studies they’re missing a little piece of Lawrence. Almost every trans-fer student has to take at least one term.”While this could be viewed as an aca-demic setback, this year’s class of trans-fers seems to be embracing it. Sophomore 
Keanan Wilson said, “being in Freshman Studies again is interesting. I like how the classes mostly revolve around discussion and debate… Everyone likes to be involved in my class so it’s pretty lively.” Sophomore Otter Pinske was also pleasantly surprised by “How diverse the material is, as well as the faculty teaching it.”Admissions also focuses on the fear students have that “everyone is going to know that they are a transfer student and that they are different or unusual, or kind of entering this community that has already 
been formed.” But all of their attempts to have trans-fers meet one another and the wider com-munity seem to be dispelling this anxiety. Pinske was “surprised by how open and accepting most people are here. Also by how many cool skills and talents my peers have. I like the welcoming environment at Lawrence.” Wilson agreed, saying that “So far, everyone I’ve met has been super friendly 
Regan Martin
Staff Writer
______________________________
Transfer students discuss transition and adjustment to LU
Otter Pinske talks with another student.
Photo by Tatiyana Jenkins
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Lawrence Improv: Optimistic Feral Children presented their inaugural show of the 2014-2015 season this past Saturday, Oct. 11 in Cloak Theatre.  The show con-sisted of  many interactive games the members directed, sarcasm and ongoing jokes, and much laughter both on-stage and off-stage, the performance proved to be a great start to the new school year.This year, the group is com-posed of eight members, three of which have just recently joined. Though there was no particular theme for the show, the humor-ous hour was spent performing a series of collaborative skits, or scenarios, to captivate and engage the audience members.  The stage itself was mini-mal, with only the black back-drop and two chairs. The first 
skit was a rotation between four improv team members.  The audi-ence was supposed to come up with answers to questions such as “what is something you would find under your bed?” or “what is your favorite color?” and based on the answers, the four members would rotate on stage, acting out a scenario using these words or phrases in their skit.  At first it was hard to distin-guish which members were acting out which question because they would act out a scenario to set up the prompt, but later, as the team rotated faster and faster, it was amusing to see how the members had to come up with fast ideas of how to portray their specific prompt through their interactions with their team members. Senior Portia Turner, and junior Micayla Hutton acted out the answer to “what is something you would find under your bed?” The audience had responded that 
a monster was something com-mon under someone’s bed, and so during the rotation, Portia and Micayla would act out a scene where the two of them were com-peting for the best Halloween monster costume.  As random as the different scenarios seemed to be, they were highly amusing. Survivor, was another sim-ple, yet very entertaining, inter-active game performed. Starting out there were six members who would act out a scenario on stage. Again the audience was given the choice to pick a daily activity that the members were to act out. Then, after three minutes of act-ing, the audience would vote who to “kick off the island,” or in this case, stage.  This happened until the six members were whittled down to only one person on stage that had to act out the same sce-nario as if it were a one-man play.  Yik Yak, a very common, yet entertaining distraction for many 
Lawrentians, was the theme for the game.  The six members came up with a creative skit using this prompt, which was both funny and very relatable.  One of the things that was must amusing was the fact that 
as more and more people were eliminated from the skit, the team would act out their scenario faster and faster.    At the end, it was Hutton who was the last “survivor.”  It was 
17 October 2014
     Henry Dykstal
      Staff Writer
__________________________
Tom Zoellner returns to Lawrence, inspires students
Improv team delights audience at first show of year
Tom Zoellner, author and Lawrence alumnus of the Class of ‘91, has written books on subjects such as uranium, diamonds and co-written the memoirs of Paul Rusesabagina. For his work, he has been acclaimed by the likes of Richard Bausch and Jon Stewart. Zoellner, who was portrayed by Don Cheadle in the Academy Award nominated film “Hotel Rwanda,” does not look like a man who has accomplished as much as he has. Dressed in tweed, with striped socks and a messy head of hair, he looks more like an actor from the 70s or a professor here at Lawrence than the acclaimed 
journalist, historian and memoir-ist that he is. To be fair, that last description isn’t really indicative of Zoellner’s many gifts. Similar to his obvi-ous forbearer, Geoff Dyer (though Zoellner has yet to venture into fiction like him), Zoellner’s books combine personal memoir, his-tory, politics, literature, culture and science into a single package, creating works that are distinct-ly about something yet a part of their own genre. The best way to describe him would be to call him a non-fiction author, with all the forms that category entails.Thursday, October 9, in Main Hall 201, Zoellner read and spoke before students and professors about his newest book “Train: Riding the Rails That Created the Modern World—from the Trans-Siberian to the Southwest Chief,” 
which is out in paperback on October 28, and currently avail-able in hardcover from Penguin Books. The event was packed and the mood was light, so positive that even students who had come on assignment were excited to be there. It got even lighter when a picture of Zoellner from an old yearbook was shown, and let us just say the style of that time period of the late 80s-early 90s was well represented, much to his audible chagrin. After that introduction, we got to the reading. Rather than jumping into a particular part, Zoellner chose to start at the beginning even joking that he’d skip over the boring parts for us. As he read the introduction, with 
Emma Arnesen
For The Lawrentian
____________________________________
On Saturday, Oct. 11, Campus Life treated the Lawrence University community to a magic show by nationally renowned magician Daniel Martin. Martin’s website describes his perfor-mances as “a high-energy blend of Insane Magic and Sarcastic Improv.” A Chicago native, Martin was recently awarded “Best Live Performer” and has been featured on NBC, WGN, VH1, CBS, MTV, and ESPN.Magic shows can bring out a vast array of reactions. There’s nostalgia as we reminisce back to the time we got our first dollar store magic kit, amusement and amazement as we see seemingly impossible things happen before our very eyes, intrigue as we try to figure the tricks out, and even fear, as we contemplate whether our senses are betraying us, tell-ing us something that cannot pos-sibly be true.The modern magician is a far cry from the magicians of yester-year. Gone are the top hats and rabbits, the inescapable shack-
les, the card tricks and the rigged props. As we see, and eventually figure out, these clichéd acts, the modern magician has to evolve, and he must become more than just a magician. Martin epitomiz-es the modern magician with his unique style and unconventional acts.Martin’s style is like none I’ve seen before. He almost satirizes magic while still doing magnifi-cent tricks of his own. He pre-tends to be a mediocre performer, performing tricks that are almost comical in their simplicity with all the earnestness of a witness under oath—such as making a soda ‘disappear’ by hiding a per-son behind a T-shirt while they drink the soda—before turning around and completely wowing the audience by doing something unexpected and amazing—in this case, crumpling a bag with the soda bottle inside showing that the bottle has in fact disappeared.Martin’s use of understate-ment made each act appear even more astonishing. He supplement-ed this with an extremely liberal use of sarcasm and other improv comedy techniques. He often 
Visiting magician wows Faculty recital tackles current events
On Sunday, Oct. 12, I had the privilege to attend a faculty recital, which is always a treat. It’s amazing learning from these talented educators, but an entirely different experience hearing them play a full concert. The recital included Janet Anthony on cello, Erin Lesser on flute and Anthony Padilla on piano. They played a variety of diverse pieces that showcased each of their music abilities well.The concert was part of Daniel Pearl World Music Days. Pearl, a journalist was kidnapped and murdered by Pakistani mili-tants. When his friend, who is a conductor, heard the news, he almost did not conduct his concert that night. Then he realized the importance of music and the posi-tive effects it can have on people and conducted.Pearl’s family also realized this, and since then, has had con-certs every year since his death in 2002 to commemorate him and remind the world that music is important in coping with many issues. These concerts also pro-
mote the idea of music as a uni-versal language, since the con-certs taken place in over 60 coun-tries. Since its inception, it has grown to take place throughout all of October.This recital and its pieces remind us of what can be con-veyed through music. All of its pieces were inspired by cur-rent events and how the com-poser dealt with them. This was an effective theme, because it not only encompasses a wide range of music, but it also leaves the audi-ence thinking about the subject matter.The first piece, my favorite of the three, was “Brother Malcolm,” composed by Jean Rudy Perrault, for cello and piano. It is a fictitious conversation between Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X about Barack Obama becoming President. This piece was beauti-ful and uplifting, mostly due to its core concept.Musically, it was very enjoy-able. While the piano primarily played either dreamy sounding textures or lush chords, the cello played lyrically with intensity. By emphasizing certain elements, such as dynamics or technique, the two were able to traverse many emotions and feelings.
Some parts were dreamy, some were somber and some were happy. Both musicians did an amazing job of putting that emotion in their performance. With all the pop songs today, it is often that you hear music with little emotion behind it, but there was an overflow of emotion in this piece.The other two pieces did this too. They tackled more depressing topics—the Abu Ghraib prisoner torture and the death of Neda Agha-Soltan. While these pieces were more difficult to listen to because of their dissonance and disturbing subject matter, the three musicians played them with a sense of duty and respect. They chose to share the stories told in the pieces.This concert was a hard one to sit through because of all the stories and feelings connected to the pieces, but it was important because it forced the audience to recognize the more negative aspects of humanity so they can appreciate the good that much more. Fortunately, the good in humanity often comes in the form of music, which can be enjoyed by nearly everyone.
     Izzy Yellen
      For The Lawrentian
________________________
Portia Turner and Jon Hanrahan perform in the improv team’s inaugural show. 
 Photo by Annie Ela 
Photo by Eric Lee
See page 9
See page 11
See page 11
Marcus Campbell
For The Lawrentian
_____________________
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The Lawrence Symphony Orchestra played its first concert of the year on Saturday, Oct. 11, 2014 in the chapel. A rather brief concert with no intermission, the orchestra performed a number of nineteenth century Russian clas-sics: Mikhail Glinka’s “Russlan and Ludmilla Overture,” Peter Ilitch Tchaikovsky’s “Romeo and Juliet: Fantasy-Overture” and Alexander Borodin’s “Symphony No. 2.”This concert marked the orchestra’s debut of not only its new personnel and repertoire, but also of its new music director and conductor, Dr. Andrew Mast, one of Lawrence University’s very own. Dr. Mast—who has also served as the Director of Bands since 2004—looked very upbeat 
and proud from the beginning of the concert to the end. Orchestra members who have been involved for at least three years have experienced the conducting styles and direc-tion from Maestros David Becker, Octavio Más-Arocas and most recently, Andrew Mast. When asked about working with Mast, fifth-year and principal violist Dana DeBofsky said, “Dr. Mast is doing a great job of build-ing the orchestra up, especially considering the fact that he is working with the orchestra as its director for the first time. I think that the rehearsal changes he has implemented show his respect for our time as students and musi-cians.” “He came in at a transitional period and, in spite of the chal-lenges that a new situation can present, his energy and positivity make everyone look forward to working together. I felt our whole 
orchestra had a lot of fun dur-ing the concert and that was a good indicator of what’s to come,” DeBofsky added. In addition to Mast’s leader-ship, the orchestra showcased its talent and independent strength within its musicians. In fact, for the first piece of the concert, the orchestra played the “Russlan and Ludmilla Overture” without a con-ductor. Such an opener was rather bold, but also very clearly demon-strated the trust Mast has placed in his orchestra: the overture was played with great gusto and clar-ity. The overture is from an opera based on a fairy tale poem that follows the rescue of Ludmilla, a prince’s daughter, by her gal-lant knight, Russlan, from an evil wizard. The performance seemed to suit the overture’s epic origins. The next piece was the “Romeo and Juliet: Fantasy-Overture,” which Mast conducted. 
This piece is known not only for its layers in instrumentation, but also the complexity of emotion that it is said to convey and inspire. Not unlike William Shakespeare’s iconic masterpiece “Romeo and Juliet,” the inspira-tion for this orchestral piece, the “Fantasy-Overture” vacillates between some of the lushest, most romantic lines ever written for an orchestra and sections that build a foreboding foundation of anxiety. The orchestra played it so beauti-fully that within seconds, an audi-ence member next to me shud-dered and whispered that she had goose bumps. After the Tchaikovsky, Mast took a few minutes to jokingly apologize for being late and for having made the orchestra start without him, which garnered hearty chuckles from the packed house. He thanked the students’ parents—many of whom were in the audience for Fall Festival-- for 
their support and contributions to their children’s musical lives. The Borodin symphony rounded out the concert. The longest piece of the evening, its recurring theme underscored an aggressive, forward-moving ener-gy present throughout much of the work. The looks of intense focus on stage matched the grand sweep of this symphony. Once it was fin-ished, the orchestra received a well-deserved standing ovation, which marked a very successful beginning of their performances this academic year.The Lawrence University Symphony Orchestra will perform again in their next concert on Tuesday, Nov. 18, 2014 at 8 p.m. in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel. This upcoming concert will fea-ture a musical performance from Professors Catherine Kautsky and Anthony Padilla, two members of the Conservatory’s piano faculty. 
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Every musician has a dis-tinct philosophy of music. Nick Allen is no stranger to this con-cept. Allen is a fifth year here at Lawrence. He plays both upright double and electric bass, and is studying to double major in music performance and music education. In the spring, he plans on student teaching to further the cultural sharing he so passion-ately believes in. He expresses his beliefs as two halves. “Music is the way that we both express and define our culture. It is how we share cultural experiences. The other side is that it’s enter-tainment.” This philosophy is truly highlighted by his explor-ative nature, which he imple-ments into every group he plays in, a list that would be difficult to match.   “I play in a lot of different groups. I play regularly in a funk group called Porky’s Groove Machine; I played in a couple bluegrass bands for a while, Involuntary String Band and Inglourious String Basterds, sometimes called Inglourious Brassterds when saxophone or trombone are involved. I also played in the heavy metal ensemble at Lawrence,” Allen says. “Some of my best experi-
ences here at Lawrence have been being exposed to different music and other musical prac-tices and cultures that I would not have been able to, or maybe even wanted to, before coming here.”This want, Allen expresses to explore every style he can comes from his major influence: jam bands, like Phish. “I listened to a lot of jam bands growing up and a lot of groups that do improvisation and feature improvisation in their shows. That’s one thing that I try to do in every group that I am in: I try to improvise as much as possible,” Allen says. He not only realizes the true cultural importance music pos-sesses but also strives to mix different styles, creating new genres, maybe even new cul-tures.“When we start a show or we start a song, there’s no telling where we are going to end up,” Allen commented. “We could end up on a different song, we could end up playing in a different style.” Through this mixing and re-styling,  Allen is able to share his and other’s cultural experiences.Allen has explored another genre while taking lessons from Dean Pertl on the didgeridoo his last four years here. Deep 
listening now influences much of his work. An interesting cor-relation arose between this genre and another he dabbles in: heavy metal. Seemingly different genres have ways of blending unex-pectedly. Through his work, Allen has discovered this real-ity. He takes his past experi-ences, present studies and want for future exploration and fuses them. Music has the power to 
be an intricate and complicated art form. “With music, I found I could not only immediately enjoy performing and exploring, but through music you can provide a service the people want, argu-ably that people need,” Allen says. It can be found that “all these different combinations have ways of connecting. If you take the time to explore, you can find out some really inter-
esting things.” Allen may have discovered quite a bit already, but his musi-cal exploration is nowhere near over.“Now, through all this stuff I’ve been exposed to and through all the wonderful edu-cation that I’ve gotten here, I feel more doors have opened to me lately. I’m jazzed about exploring more and playing as much as possible.”
17 October 2014
     Anastasia Skliarova
      Staff Writer
__________________________
LSO concert introduces new conductor, sets bar high
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hilarious to see her act out all the different parts of the scenario, and even seeing her try to remember the improvised script from when the original six members were on stage.  By the end of her solo act, the crowd was hysterically laugh-ing and ready for another game. Overall, Optimistic Feral 
Children’s opening fall show was a success.  With an attentive and cooperative audience and many funny skits to watch, the members of the improv group facilitated stress relief to their fellow class-mates.  As a student-run production, it was very informative to see how well the students had been pre-pared to engage the audience in the different games and scenarios they were to act out, and how 
they could relate to the audience as students as well.  It was great to see how well the group worked together.  Even though it was hard for some of the members to think of something to say right on the spot, there was no sense of anxi-ety or uneasiness in front of the crowd.  The Lawrence Improv team definitely presented a posi-tive start to the new school year.
Improv
continued from page 8 was able to win consecutive, back-to-back tournaments. With this in mind, players are very moti-vated to put in their best effort for 
competitions down the line.  “We’ve got a really good team this season,” said Schuster. “We’ve got really good chances of winning our conference cham-pionship. We’ve just got a put in a little bit more effort this spring season and we can do it.”
Golf
continued from page 5
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STAFF EDITORIAL
The Yik Yak app for iOS and Android—a thriving community of anonymous, 200-character messages, geotagged within a 1.5 mile radius—isn’t particularly new; in fact, it’s been around since late 2013. What is new, however, is its widespread adoption here, a fact which poses new questions about the climate of our campus.In a clear manifestation of the “Lawrence Difference,” our campus only decided to jump on the Yik Yak bandwagon three or four weeks ago. As one might expect, the Lawrence Yik Yak is pretty characteristic of our community. It appears that the general population adheres to a basic code of conduct: Yaks with names, offensive remarks or personal details are down-voted quickly, leading to their removal. However, this system doesn’t always work. While Yik Yak’s rules strongly assert that there is to be no bullying, the Editorial Board’s screening of posts over the past week has seen numerous messages that attack individuals and groups based on race, gender, sexual orientation and nationality. It seems unlikely that any of these messages would ever be posted on Facebook.Thankfully, the same anonymity that allows those users to post blatantly disturbing Yaks also creates an opportunity for education in response. Though those who are oppressed should never be expected to educate their oppressors, the Lawrence community seems determined to help those posting offensive material understand the problems they cause. These conversations seem like they may be easier to have anonymously, and with any luck, they may still be produc-tive.These “opportunities” for education seem to be persistent, but we also see a lighter side of the app. We see artists connecting with their public, organizers marketing their events and freshman commiserating about their Plato papers. A great number of Yaks seem to be jokes, and of these, nearly all appear to have been taken off of the internet or other schools’ Yaks. Apparently, 200 characters are not enough for a little “IHRTLUHC.” These positive Yaks seem to be increasing in volume, and with any luck, the plagiarized ones may even go away.The Lawrence community seems determined to make Yik Yak a clean, safe and positive space, and we hope it will continue to do so. The fact that this is even possible is an affirmation of the power of our community. However, this is also an opportunity for us to re-evaluate some elements of our campus atmosphere. The fact that there are people who hold dangerous views and are willing to express them—even anonymously—is cause for alarm, and demonstrates just how far we still must journey. All an app can do is change how we communicate. We must change how we think.
The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided 
by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial 
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
Yik Yakking for good—or ill
Ignore the Dan Bilzerians in your life
Danny Davis
Managing Editor
________________________
In the 2010 Supreme Court decision “Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission,” the Court changed the way money could be spent in elections at all levels. The ruling gave corpo-rations the ability to spend an unlimited amount of money on promoting political campaigns and candidates. While this case was discussed at the federal level, the ruling heavily influences state elections, such as the gubernatorial election in Wisconsin. The ongoing cam-paign between Republican Gov. Scott Walker and Democrat Mary Burke is heavily funded by out-of-state interest groups. These contributors have special inter-ests and by effectively providing their chosen candidate with con-tributions, they are seeking to buy results and ultimately buy legis-lature. According to the Milwaukee 
Journal Sentinel, as of August, Burke raised a total of nearly 6 million dollars while Walker had collected over 18.5 million dol-lars from contributors. Over two-thirds of Burke’s contributions were made from within the state of Wisconsin, while the rest were primarily from California, New York and Illinois. Top contribu-tors to Burke’s campaign include Burke’s own personal funds, the Wisconsin Education Association Council PAC and the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers PAC. Less than half of Scott Walker’s campaign finances derive from contributors inside of the state of Wisconsin. The major-ity of his campaign is funded by outside sources. There are eight states, not including Wisconsin, that have contributed over a quar-ter of a million dollars to Walker’s campaign.  Even more shocking are the contributions of Florida, Texas and California, which have each given Walker’s campaign over a million dollars. Primary con-tributors include the Republican Party of Wisconsin, the Caterpillar Inc. Employee PAC (based out of Washington D.C.) and Fred Fehsenfeld, a businessman from Indiana.Our political destiny should not be greatly influenced by spe-cial interests interceding and buy-ing elections. However idealistic it may seem, candidates should be elected because the majority of the people align with the views and values of the candidate, not because one candidate was able to produce a larger, flashier cam-paign and gain more exposure than his or her opponent.  The use of big money from special interest groups and corpo-rations undermines the individual citizen’s vote. If corporations can influence elections, then both citi-zens and candidates are manipu-lated by corporate institutions. The citizen sees what the corpora-tion funds buy, whether that be a slanderous, untrue ad about their chosen candidate’s opponent or 
an ad that exalts their candidate and promises things the candidate cannot deliver.  The candidate’s views and values are also compromised once they intermingle with spe-cial interest groups and corpora-tions. The candidate is aware that with more money comes more exposure. The candidate needs money, and corporations broker deals in order to advocate their own special interests—interests that aren’t in the general public’s interest.  The candidates reshape their views to align with corporations and move further away from the needs of citizens. Corporations aren’t going to be interested in promoting the education of chil-dren, protecting the benefits of teachers or providing welfare benefits to struggling citizens—especially if those citizens aren’t residents of their own state. Corporations care about money, power and how they can get more money and power. The brokerage between the political elite and the corporate elite also creates a gap between the government and its citizens. If citizens know their support is meaningless in comparison with corporate elites, citizens lose incentive to actively participate in elections and the government as a whole. Civil society suffers when its citizens don’t take an active role, and the government becomes a conglomerate of elitists with minimal consideration of its citizens.Further, the political elites have a greater likelihood of being re-elected because of their mon-etary connections. If the politician has pleased the corporation, he or she gains more funding and more exposure, and therefore buys his or her way into office. This leaves new, perhaps better suited candi-dates with a great disadvantage. In turn, citizens are at a great disadvantage because they are not being given credible representa-tion, all because of money. Considering that the wealthi-est one percent of the United States’ population holds almost half of the country’s wealth, the wealthy are increasingly in more control of the direction of the gov-ernment.  The top one percent have the greatest representation in govern-ment as they are most able to fund corporations as well as cam-paigns. Their interests are met, but those in the other 99% are left with less opportunity to influence elections; some are left with only the opportunity to assert their basic right to vote.  Money has always impacted elections nationally, but “Citizens United” led to the manipulation of elections on federal, state and local levels, often at the benefit of the corporation rather than the community. With that said, the importance of using the oppor-tunity to vote is still crucial and influential. Informing yourself with a variety of sources on can-didates’ campaign promises will ensure that your vote is effectively used. 
‘Citizens United’ and the 
Wisconsin election
Margaret Johnson
For The Lawrentian
____________________________________
Dan Bilzerian is a jack of many trades. He’s a businessman, a stunt double and a profession-al poker player. He’s in excellent physical shape and he’s stupen-dously rich. Dan Bilzerian’s newest capi-tal venture is in the social media business. This time, Dan Bilzerian has chosen to market himself by being a professional jerk on the internet. He posts photos and vid-eos of beautiful women, guns and the luxurious cars he’s driven. For those unfamiliar, think of him as something of a Chuck Norris. He markets himslef as a shin-ing, chiseled icon of masculinity, and his following is part serious and part sarcastic. To get a bet-ter understanding of who Dan Bilzerian is, I recommend a quick visit to his Facebook page. Dan Bilzerian has something of a cult following. His fans are vigorously devoted to the life and times of this professional-some-thing, who inherited the major-ity of his wealth from his father. Still, there are people out there who have the confidence to offer their scathing criticisms of Mr. Bilzerian over the internet. What makes Dan Bilzerian unique from 
other celebrities is that Bilzerian, or at least the administrator of his Facebook page, has spent a great deal of time responding to the haters. “What a chauvinist douche,” one comment reads. “Fake. You probably paid those women to hang out with you,” reads anoth-er. These scathing comments are met with tactless profanities from the lay-Facebooker. However, Bilzerian will often respond him-self, replying with a one-liner comeback or a photograph of himself with a bunch of models in bikinis. The way we react to Bilzerian over social media is an allego-ry for the way we deal with the more familiar, personal Bilzerians we meet in our life. Whether they’re huddled in a semi-circle on your porch or trying to cor-rect your bicep-curl form in the YMCA weight room, we all have to encounter the over-the-top masculine, obnoxious and woe-fully unavoidable types of people wherever we go in life. He’s the embodiment of “that one guy.” Some people see a problem with Bilzerian’s lifestyle. He’s fake, he’s materialist and he’s a misogy-nist; all of these things are hard to disagree with. However, going out of your way to criticize Bilzerian’s lifestyle is as pointless as idolizing him. 
This is partially because Bilzerian will actually harass you back on Facebook if he notices your comments and partially because it creates a stronger backlash from Bilzerian’s fans. Either way, directly responding to Bilzerian feeds his ego and makes him more popular. That’s because no matter what the reaction, Dan Bilzerian gets off on people noticing and forming judgments on his life-style. It’s narcissistic. It’s trolling. It’s downright awful. But is anybody really afraid of Dan Bilzerian? I’m not. In fact, I’m so woefully unimpressed by Dan Bilzerian’s whole spiel that I’m, with total certainly, never going to go out of my way to instigate Bilzerian over the web. If everybody chose to simply ignore Bilzerian’s antics, he wouldn’t be able to fire up his fans with his incendiary comebacks. There’d be nothing to work with. He’d get bored. He’d sudden-ly find that paying models to hang out with him and spending hours editing videos of himself shooting guns and racing cars isn’t as fun. That’s how you beat a troll. That’s how you beat a jerk. You look the other way. You ignore their antics. You stop worrying about it and find more charming, engaging people to hang out with.
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To the Editor:As I read the front page of the Oct. 10 edition of The 
Lawrentian, I saw that the teaser for the Sports section was not a headline at all. Instead, the teaser read, “DIII sports!” I struggled to read this without feeling sarcasm from The Lawrentian.I decided to show this to some of my peers and they had the same reaction. This headline does not offer any insight into the week that was Lawrence athletics, a week that saw three athletes take conference honors. Max Edwards earned Conference Performer of the Week for cross country, women’s soccer goalie Dani Glass won Conference Defensive Player of the Week and Arianna Cohen from the vol-leyball team was named the conference’s Offensive Player of the Week. Also, the Lawrence softball team was the only school in the conference to earn the All-Academic Team award the week before. Any of these are worthy headlines, and ones that would have offered readers useful information. Not only were none of these accomplishments put as a headline, but only one of them was mentioned in an article in the paper.    While the other sections of The Lawrentian had specific articles referenced on the front page, the sports section had a headline that diminished the importance of Division-III athletics and the commitment it demands. I do not see how one would be inclined to turn to the Sports section after reading that headline. 
The Lawrentian’s Staff Editorial on Oct. 3 read, “We pride ourselves on being an accepting, inclusive campus, and we also pride ourselves on our ability to re-evaluate our social structures and organizations.” Part of being an accepting and inclusive campus is respect-ing students in all organizations, and this includes athletics. That headline does not show the respect that our Lawrence athletes truly deserve.—C.J. Revis ’16
To the Editor:I was seriously disappointed to see Andrea Johnson’s “Slongboarding” article in last week’s edition of The Lawrentian. Johnson claims that longboards are “ankle-seeking missiles” and suggests that skateboarders are just accidents waiting to happen. However, in four years here on campus I have never seen a longboarder collide with a pedestrian, and Johnson fails to give any indication of how often that happens. In fact, apparently all she needs to suggest that longboards be banned from campus entirely during class hours is one incident where a rider collided with her friend. I admit that this is a low blow, but the fact that the editors of The Lawrentian did not catch the break/brake mistake that occurred not once, but twice in Johnson’s article suggests to me that this was not given much thought before publication. The entire article was unnecessary and needlessly hyper-bolic. Johnson claims that longboards can buck their rider at the smallest impedance, as if riding a longboard is akin to flying through an asteroid belt. Longboards aren’t about to cause the death of hundreds of pedestrians. I think we’ll be okay.—Stephanie Sundberg ’16
LETTERS TO THE EDITORConfusion in a Colman Hall bathroom 
Changes in signage re-ignite gender-neutral debate
On Tuesday, Oct. 7, residents of the North Wing of Colman Hall received a memo slipped under their doors notifying them of a change in the gendering of the bathrooms on the first floor. What had previously been public gen-der neutral bathrooms on the floor—with individual toilet stalls and shower stalls—have since Oct. 7 been re-gendered so that there is now one male and one female bathroom on the first floor in the North Wing.  According to Assistant Dean of Students for Campus Life Rose Wasielewski, the reason-ing behind the change was that, “the bathroom that is currently a women’s bathroom now on the first floor of the North Wing of Colman was supposed to be a women’s bathroom for this aca-demic year and the signage was never updated.”“When the issue was brought to our attention, we realized the signage needed to be changed right away. The floor is co-ed by room, and there was never sup-posed to be a gender-neutral/all-gender bathroom and shower facility on that floor,” explained Wasielewski.According to this statement, the change in bathroom gen-dering was due to a mislabeling issue. While the official stance of Campus Life acknowledges that there was no reason other than unchanged signage, I am inclined to believe that there were addi-tional reasons and that the gen-dering of the gender-neutral bath-rooms in Colman exists within a wider social context and student experience.In reaction to the change, I noticed some students expressed disbelief and were upset that what seemed to be a victory of positive change on the part of gender non-conforming students was reverted back to its previous binary form.  Last year, students from Gay, Lesbian or Whatever (GLOW) and the Committee on Diversity Affairs (CODA) led the push for more gender-neutral bathrooms on campus by increasing aware-ness and drawing up petitions. One of the main concerns with gendered bathrooms is that they force gender non-con-forming individuals to make an uncomfortable choice between male and female every time 
nature calls.  Evidently, it’s impor-tant to Lawrence students that everyone, and especially queer or transgender people, feel safe and accepted on campus when going about their daily routines. Considering the importance of gender-neutral bathrooms for queer and transgender people, I think students have a right to feel slighted by the change that occurred in Colman.However, the issue isn’t one-sided. As all students undoubt-edly know, a bathroom in a college residence hall like Colman is not just a place to relieve yourself, but also the place where you shower and carry out your daily hygiene routines.  In the intimate space of a room like this, a gender-neutral bathroom—which, by virtue of its un-gendered status, anyone can access—presents a whole differ-ent set of concerns for those who identify as women.An article on “Slate” deal-ing with this very issue stated that “Arguments against neutral-izing bathrooms are also most often based in the realm of dis-comfort—women with histories of sexual assault or rape will be made uncomfortable by the pres-ence of men in the bathroom.” While I agree with that statement, I would also argue that rape cul-ture itself makes many women afraid of sexual assault and rape, whether or not they’ve experi-enced those acts.  After speaking with a resi-dent of the North Wing of Colman, I became aware of the situation from her point of view. For her, sharing a bathroom with male-identifying students became uncomfortable: Being in a bath-robe or sleepwear brought on dis-comfort with a man in the bath-room space. There is absolutely no reason that a woman should feel uncomfortable performing her daily routine, at any time of the day or night.This is also not to say that women are the only ones that face discomfort in shared bath-rooms. Men may also feel uncom-fortable using the bathroom or showering while there are women in the room. However, apart from women, the question of fear is one that few men have likely faced.Using the shared bathroom sometimes became a safety con-cern for the resident, as she tried to dismiss the scary “what if” questions that kept popping into her head. What if a drunk guy follows me into the bathroom? What if 
someone tries to look through the cracks in the stall while I’m showering or going to the bath-room? And while this may have been the case in Colman, I would like to clarify that sexual assault and rape occur among members of every gender, and that no one should be denied sensitivity in this regard.Based on discussions among Lawrence students living in the North Wing, it was not just one person, but several, that felt distressed enough that the issue became a conversation. Interestingly, last year around this same time, Wesleyan University and Brown University faced simi-lar issues surrounding the gen-der-neutral bathroom question. In these cases, students took it upon themselves to de-gender bathrooms with makeshift signs. It appears that the debate around gender-neutral bathrooms is a widespread one, and Lawrence isn’t immune.In the discussion of a sensi-tive issue such as this, it is hard not to fall into the rhetoric of “choosing sides.” It’s hard not to claim that the re-genderizing of the bathrooms in the North Wing favors some students’ needs over others.  What we need to remember is that no single student’s fear or discomfort is any less valid than another’s. Regardless of gender identity or sexual orientation, it is important that all students feel safe, and, if someone feels uncom-fortable, we need to listen to them and seek to understand where they are coming from. In the case of Colman, it seems that the perceived benefit of gender-neutral bathrooms was at odds with its execution in real-ity. So how can we reconcile these differences?  While the addition of new bathrooms to existing buildings is obviously not an overnight proj-ect, one solution that I can see would be to provide single-person gender-neutral bathrooms in each residence hall. That way, a private, safe bathroom would be easily-accessible to all students, no mat-ter where they live.If students are unhappy with the change in Colman Hall, I would encourage them to hear all sides of the story. But don’t stop there: It is entirely possible for students to affect change on campus, and they should try to work with Campus Life and Administration to seek other solutions.
 Aubrey Klein
 For The Lawrentian
________________________
cracked jokes on participants and made even the most routine acts absolutely hilarious. At the heart of most of his comedy was his method of doing the unexpected and building upon the audience’s reaction. Martin was very respon-sive to the audience, and it almost appeared as if his entire show was improvised.In a conclusion, Martin pre-sented a video clip of his sub-mission to MTV’s “Cribs” that he had given to an audience member early in the show. As the video 
played, the color slowly drained from the audience members’ faces as seemingly unplanned and benign responses from par-ticipants to questions asked throughout the show manifested themselves as prominent features in Martin’s video. Martin gave us knowing smirks as the clip played, chillingly telling us without saying a word that he was in control the entire time. As frightening as that may seem, Martin’s motives for per-forming magic are far from insidi-ous and actually quite noble. According to Martin, what he enjoys most about magic is the ability to temporarily take peo-
ple away from the things that are bothering them as they become immersed in the show. Putting a smile on people’s face is what brings him the most joy.I’d say he certainly suc-ceeded based on the audience’s response. “I had goose bumps!” said freshman Rebecca Tapia Kandra Rudelius-Palmer, also a freshman, commented, “It was insane!” These represent only a small sample of the opinions of the audience members, but they say all you need to know about Daniel Martin’s show. He truly is the essence of an original, enter-taining, modern magician.
Magician
continued from page 8
occasional commentary, the lis-teners heard of the dawn of the railroads, how they were so mar-velous and incomprehensible and new that initially people couldn’t fully believe they existed. We learned about how the railroad system as we know it has created the modern economy and cul-ture, and we began to understand why trains capture so much of our imagination, be it “Murder on the Orient Express” or this year’s “Snowpiercer.” But perhaps the thing we learned most about, besides trains, was Zoellner himself. He moved like Bob Fosse on the stage, occasionally striking the floor with his foot as if keeping time, looking up from his book to emphasize how weird something was in a funny bit of candid com-mentary.  
The best section of the read-ing was the beginning of the begin-ning. Zoellner took us back to when he was enrolled here, when he saw the snow fall from inside Mudd for the first time—which he described as “Incredibly exotic for a boy from the Southwest”—and of memories of walking down-town Appleton. He told stories about professors who even were there when he was a student 20 odd years ago, and stories of just traveling along trains as a stu-dent, watching the scenery go by, observing the passengers and enjoying every moment. He closed his Question and Answer session with a smile. “It’s great to be back,” he said.  
Zoellner
continued from page 8
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“Seeing people’s opinions, 
that they usually don’t 
express is interesting.”
–Linh Nguyen
“It’s too negative. 
Congratulations and 
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achievements are rare.”
–Marianthi Tangili
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gets mean.”
–Jacob Dalton
“Yik Yak is either people who 
are sexually frustrated or 
emotionally distraught.”
–Will Henry
“The anonymous nature 
makes me uncomfortable.” 
–Kyler Ward
“There’s an inherent danger to 
the anonmymity.”
–Kyle Stuckey
will take place at Lawrence Memorial Chapel. Various artists will take the stage to recreate the same performance Anderson gave on Dec. 5, 1941 at the same loca-tion.The exhibit will be on display on the second floor of the Mudd Library until Oct. 31, when it will 
continue its tour to the Fox Cities Convention for two weeks, and then to the hallways of Appleton North High School.To Hoffman, however, there are still more ways to promote awareness of such untold stories and bring them to life.“No exhibit can fill all the information about a topic […] I will be leading a bicycle tour of local Black history and it will be the second time we have done 
that. Our first program was filled beyond capacity. There were 40 people [who] came. In those opportunities, we can tell a lot more details about the individual families.”So if you have not done so, be sure to check out the exhibit on the second floor of the library to have a glimpse of the rich and long-standing history of the African-American community in Appleton.
“Stone of Hope”
continued from page 6
and chill, and I definitely dig the social atmosphere here. I joined the Ultimate team…and they introduced me to ORC which has a lot of awesome opportunities.” Hope Basil, a sophomore transfer, said that she appreciated more broadly “how supportive the administration and admissions team is for making the transition to Lawrence extremely smooth, and last year how great they were with finalizing everything for me 
to come here.” While Erickson said there was no common theme in why students decide to transfer to Lawrence, he said that they all “have a passion for Lawrence and what Lawrence offers.” Admissions is hoping to make the transfer process even more inclusive, paying special attention to students currently attending two year colleges in the Fox Valley as part of the UW system. “I will be on their campuses two days out of the month helping them figure out their curriculum, helping them with the transition. 
There will be special programs where they can come visit cam-pus as a group, meet with fac-ulty advisers, and start figuring out their majors and getting them transitioned right into Lawrence.” Listening to past transfers is also key in the administrations attempts to make transferring a positive process. “We’re try-ing to fix a lot of the problems that previous transfer students have brought up.” Based on the thoughts of a few of this year’s transfer students, Admissions’ careful work is paying off.
Transfers
continued from page 7
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